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Preface: 
In Many countries, there’s different types for different nationalities and religions 
to provide or participate in the elected boards, each of the types has positives or 
negatives points to practices the real leadership those boards. 
Except the elements of election system like (the size of election circle, changing 
the vote for chairs, the election cards, the type of election lists) has actual rule in 
practicing the communities’ leadership in parliament and governor communities 
in KRG. 
The experiences of the other countries proved the maximum number of specific 
nationality or religion can’t even bring the right true for them if the different 
nationalities or religions has not been elected from their related votes. Cause the 
votes for them confirm the government’s interest as an independent list in 
parliament who prove their identifications, in the other side demerging their 
votes with the majority votes stops any attempt to change the chairs 
rearrangement to mix them with the political majority agenda in parliament.            
In KRG (Keldo Syrian, Assyrian, Turkmen & Armenian) like the other communities 
in two laws has 11 chairs special chairs in the elected boards which is a positive 
point in some way to get their own right, but in the other way there’s 
incompletion in the type of election for those communities which is the reason to 
reject KRG familiar laws implementation from the positive point and reforming to 
another way, which against the basic purposes of the implemented law. 
We try to declare main points by benefit of experiences from the other countries 
who has different esthetic or religions to make the KRG parliament member to 
choose the most suitable way, the purpose to make the ethanoic & religions get 
their right in the best way. So we explain the positive & negative points for 
individual solution to show the differences between the solutions to merit 
equality in KRG parliament leadership. 
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The paper's Object:  
The paper attempts to: 

- The amendment of several articles in those laws includes the methods of 
electing ethnics and religious in Iraqi Kurdistan Parliament: - 

 Law number (1) of (1992), the amendment of Kurdistan parliament election 
–Iraq.  
 Law number (4) of (2009) Amendment of Provincial, Districts, and Sub- 
Districts Councils' Election Law in the Kurdistan region – Iraq.  

 
 
The Core problem: 
Even though the Minority of Ethnic & Religious has represented members in KRG-
Parliament or Provincial Council but they still have representation problem 
because of Non-Implementations the specific legal issues. 
 
Targeted Group: 
Targeted groups are: 
* First: Kurdistan parliament members, as Kurdistan parliament should amends 
several articles related with reserving seats for the minorities (Keldo, Syrian, 
Assyrian, Turkmen & Armenian) in each of Kurdistan Parliament or Provincial 
Council with the mechanism of election by the voters. These laws are: - 

 Article number (36) in the fourth amendment of the law number (1) of (1992), 
Kurdistan parliament election –Iraq.  
 Article number (32) of Law number (4) of (2009) Amendment, Provincial, Districts, 

and Sub- Districts Councils' Elections in the Kurdistan region – Iraq.  
 
* Second: The Kurdistan Independent High Electoral Commission in KRG: to 
create the voters registration list to the minorities in KRG- Iraq. 
 
 

Solutions and Alternatives  
Most of the solutions for the minority of different ethnic & religions reunion in 
one point according to the other countries experiences but there’s two different 
points excluded: 
1. The nominated for these groups differently will be elected through special 
voting record, in this way we can use all election systems, each election circular 
area nominate one chair or one candidate till reaches multi circular election area 
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or multi candidate, the reason to elect the minority elect the candidate by 
themselves to make the chairs stable in number. 
2. The candidates for those minorities will be elected by the evaluations & 
different ways to the majority of the political parties so in this case most of the 
circular candidates area generally vote them, in this type o has only to choose the 
election system size is includes the multi chairs or multi candidates like (Ratio 
representation) , (Multi System),some kind of family member or Majority like 
(magnitude voting election system)&( Magnitude Political Party) but this system is 
not agreed with the one chair election system like (Fist winner election 
system)&(two rounds system) or (Alternative system)  
 

First Solution: Reserving special seats for the minority (Ethnic & 
Religious) out of the Majority seats. 
 
In this solution, any ethic or religion have specific chair in the board any candidate 
alone or as a list only elected by their specific voters in this solution voters have to 
have their own election record this type of solution practices in Croatia, Finland, 
Pakistan, India, Jordan & KRG. 
For example, in Croatia chairs for these ethic (Hungarian, Italian, Czech, Slovakian, 
Russians, Ukrainian, Germans, Austrians, Serbian) has provided, in Pakistan %5 of 
all chairs provided for None-Muslims like Christians, Hindus, Sikhs. 
 
Positive Points for this Solution: - 
 

 The ethics can keep their identifications outside of majorities and make positive 
differences in the three steps of election (Pre-Election, The Day of Election, Post-
election stage). 

 The only difficulties facing this solution some of the countries or federal regions 
doesn’t want to show the real population of the minorities in the country cause 
they don’t able to provide their legal right & Legal political right for them     
   
  In KRG solved this issue by law the minority of different nationalities and 
religions has 11 chairs in KRG-Parliament & Provincial Council (5 Parliament seats 
for Keldo Syrian & Assyrian, 5 Seats for Turkmen & 1 Chair for Armenian). 
I these papers we are not talking about the numbers of minority if those 
nationalities or religions that’s another subject we can talk about in the another 
topic, in this texts we concern about Article Number (1) 1992 couldn’t find a legal 
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solution to provide the specific seats for the minority in KRG-Parliament to lead 
those in Parliament the main reason cause the minorities doesn’t have their own 
vote record then they can’t go with their own value to the election and the 
majority effect their votes to change the results of their political size with the 
competitive in Parliament. 
Availability of special record for minorities is not even a difference with majority 
(Like some people say) it confirms a right way of implementation, if not, the 
system run by KRG-Parliament is just a surface to provide the chairs for the 
minority in Parliament but in reality, it’s close to join with the majority and the 
voters vote for both majority & minority. 
 

Second Solution: Reforming the circulation of election or 
specialization some circulation for minority parties in Parliament. 
This solution includes the reforming the circulation of election like 
some of the minority become the majority this type of solution 
practices in USA after reforming Article in the right of voting in 1965, to 
make the African American & Spanish communities become the 
majority. 
If we have this experiences for example Ainkawa (Christian District in 
Erbil) will be the election circle for the majority of parliament, or in 
Shangal for Yezidi’s people or in Hawar for Kakay People so in this case 
all cities or towns will benefit for better performance in cultural & 
Service projects for those communities. 
This way in KRG-Parliament has been solved in the other way which all 
minority has on election circle which is a positive point because all 
votes from the minorities can be arrange without losing their votes 
from south to north. 
All elections which happened in cities and towns in KRG-Parliament was 
fixable to be close to this solution, in the same time specialization some 
sort for circles in parliament may a reason to reduce these 11 chairs 
which currently they have in parliament. 
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Third Solution: Providing seats for the minority groups inside the list 
of majority (The way of the best loser). 
In this solution, the percentage of the minority will be determinate by 
Law and it can’t be the leadership less than percentage but it’s possible 
to be more. 
This solution requires of some legal points for the mechanism of 
implementation in any political party, it should fix that percentage of 
the minority in the majority list also in the total of the winning chairs of 
each list should provide as the minority list percentage which is called 
(the best loser) in each in in Parliament the minority (The best loser) 
will get their percentage. 
Example of this solution practices in Mauritius, also in KRG & Iraqi 
Parliament practices for women in KRG must be over %30 & in Iraqi 
parliament over %25. 
 
The negative points for this solution: - 
 The minorities lose their special independent they force to go enter the 
political majorities.  

 It will distribute the minorities on the majority lists in Parliament which they 
have different political ideologies. 

 Some of the political majority list can use the minorities to get more chairs this 
issue makes inequality or sensitive social problems in the end. 
 
    
The Suitable Suggestion: 
The best suggestion from our side (who wrote these papers) is the first 
mentioned solution which providing the independent chairs out of the majority 
for the different nationalities or different religions, Now in KRG this system 
practices but it must legally modify with it specially to make special vote record 
for them but if it’s the same procedure as current it’s just only show that the 
majority provided chairs for the minorities but inside of this system only for any 
powerful Kurdish Political Party to take their chairs through couple hundred or 
thousands of votes to use the minorities for their benefits. 
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Recommendations: 
1- KRG-Parliament has to reform this to Parliament Articles: - 

 Article Number (36) after 4th reformed of Parliament Election Law Number 
(1) 1992. 

 Article Number (32) of Provincial Council election & Towns Election in KRG 
reformed Law Number (4) 2009. 

 
2- KRG-Parliament has to legally provide the chairs for (Yezidi, Kakay) in 

Parliament or Provincial council. 
 

3- The independent Election Commission in KRG has to take these steps 
below: - 

 Providing the Special Voting record for the minorities for parliament 
& provincial council election. 

 Preparing the special agenda for them in the election steps. 

 Preparing special voting stations for each of them in the election day. 

 Preparing election procedure in the cities and towns & specializing 
the election circles for those nationalities & religion in KRG. 
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